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MUSKIE ATTACKS FBI - NEXT TIME YOU WANT TO CATCH A BOMBER, CALL MUSKIE TO DO IT.

Muskie votes against Texas jobs.

FBI - Si, Muskie, - No.

Muskie, tell the AFL-CIO about endorsing Trotskyites.

Ed Muskie is decisive -- I think.

Don't lose your temper Ed, there isn't much of it.

Mus-kie, must - go!

Nixon's got the heart of Texas.

**The Yellow rose of Texas does not need Muskie snake erabgrass.**

**Muskie is a Polish sausage.**

Muskie - Who makes your decisions for you?

How can he be cool, when he is not under the collar?

Abort Muskie!

Maine apologizes for sending Muskie to Texas.

R.N. is a man.

**Muskie is a Polish joke.**

Muskie's a one-gallon man in a 10-gallon state.

Why did you vote against Lockheed and SST jobs for Texas workingmen?

Dump Muskie.

Political Score -- Nixon,'72 -- Muskie, Zero.

Muskie is a weed among our yellow roses.
Big Ed - How does LBJ like your turncoating on Vietnam?
Combat pollution -- send Muskie back.
Keep our air clean, send Muskie back.
What do they think of Mr. Clean in Machiasport, Maine?

End the War -- Draft Muskie
Ben Barnejs has better sense than to endorse Muskie.
Get on a sinking ship -- elect Muskie.
I'd rather be dead than Big Ed.
I'd rather be dead than vote for Ed.
Muskie -- the simple machine.
Mask Muskie.

Mash Muskie.

Ed Muskie -- Camelot's court jester.
Play a joke on the taxpayer -- Vote Muskie.
Texas needs Muskie like another drought.
Big Ed has equine sleeping sickness.
Muskie replaces the sleeping pill.
Texas is Nixon country.
Put a tiger in your tank - keep Nixon.
Texas doesn't cotton to Muskie.
Muskie -- the swampland of politics.
Buy the Muskie doll -- wind it up and it says nothing.